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ABSTRACT

ARTICLE HISTORY

When Denmark, the Republic of Ireland and the UK joined the
European Communities in 1973, their governments were required
to transpose into domestic law all the treaty commitments
previously negotiated by the six founding member states. A
chapter on social policy in the 1957 Treaty, conceptualised as a
necessary component of economic integration, was designed to
prevent distortion of the rules of competition and ensure a high
standard of social protection for workers. Although successive UK
governments strongly supported the concept of a single European
market, they resisted the notion of a European ‘social superstate’ or
‘social union’. They opposed the extension of qualiﬁed majority
voting to social security and favoured softer forms of social
legislation to preserve national sovereignty over social protection
systems. This article attempts to make sense, ﬁrstly, of the role
played by the social dimension during the UK’s membership of the
European Union, the referendum campaign and Brexit negotiations;
and, secondly, of the direct and indirect implications of Brexit for
the future development of social and employment policy in both
the EU and the UK. The authors consider the implications for the
EU’s social agenda, and for employment rights, public service
provision and living standards in the UK.
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Introduction
Arguably, the European Union (EU) has always had a social, as opposed to an economic or
political, dimension (Hantrais, 2007). From the outset, the European Commission was
assigned a treaty remit for proposing social policy measures to support market imperatives
and economic integration. Whether the EU can be said to have developed an autonomous
European social policy is less certain. Much depends on how policy analysts and practitioners deﬁne and operationalise social policy, and more speciﬁcally, European social
policy. Social scientists generally agree that the EU has not become an autonomous supranational welfare state modelled on national systems. Nor can European social policy be
considered as an amalgam of national welfare state systems. Most deﬁnitions refer to
an institutionalised form of international governance imposing regulatory standards on
member states, where the primary aim, as laid down in the treaties, is market making, correcting market failures or enhancing market eﬃciency (Daly, 2017). Following the
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continental employment-insurance-based model of welfare of the founding member
states, social policy as deﬁned in the 1957 Treaty establishing the European Economic
Community (EEC) eﬀectively meant, and has continued to mean, primarily employment
policy, due to the emphasis placed on access to jobs for intra-European migrant
workers, working conditions and employment-related beneﬁts.
As a body independent of national interests, the European Commission has the power
under EU treaties to propose social policy measures. Proposals are scrutinised and voted
on by the European Council and European Parliament, who represent national interests
and preferences and, accordingly, can exercise their blocking powers by refusing the Commission’s recommendations (Bailey, 2017). In line with the principle of subsidiarity,
implementation of social provisions adopted at EU level is left largely to the discretion
of national governments, albeit within the constraints of judgements of the Court of
Justice of the European Union (CJEU) in cases of non-compliance.
Analysts from whatever disciplines generally recognise that European social policy has
developed as a complex multi-tiered regulatory system of mainly shared competences,
which has encroached incrementally into all areas of social life. This pervasiveness of
social policy is widely perceived as threatening to erode the sovereignty of national
welfare states (Leibfried, 2015).
This article is based on the premise that any attempt to make sense of the social
policy impacts of Brexit requires an understanding of the evolving meanings of the
EU’s social dimension, both in the UK and in the wider Europe, before, during and
after UK membership. We draw on a variety of disciplinary perspectives, as conveyed
in political biographies, speeches and EU documents, together with social science
research ﬁndings, to explore and analyse how the UK has inﬂuenced, and been
inﬂuenced by, EU social policy in its many manifestations. We examine the roles
played by UK oﬃcials in Brussels, and by UK politicians, social partners, policy advisers
and the wider public in shaping, supporting or hindering the European social policymaking process. Based on evidence from previous occasions when the UK, due to its
opt-outs, was absent from social policy negotiations, on information about the eﬀorts
of other member states to block or contain social policy initiatives, and on analyses
of the social policy eﬀects of wider aspects of EU membership, including free movement, we assess the impact that the UK’s withdrawal might have on social policy development post-Brexit in both the UK and the EU.

Social policy as an EEC Treaty commitment
The 1957 Treaty of Rome established a European Economic Community (EEC Treaty) with a
social dimension. After protracted discussions, the founding member states – Belgium,
France, Germany, Italy, Luxembourg and the Netherlands – decided to incorporate a
chapter on social policy. Under the continental welfare state model adopted by most of
these countries, social rights were based on corporatist employment-related social insurance contributions. Social policy was therefore broadly couched in terms of employment
protection and collective agreements, and a social fund was created to support re-employment and geographical mobility. In this section, we consider the reasons for including a
social policy chapter, the nature and meanings of the provisions formulated, and the
instruments enabling their implementation, all of which the UK had to transpose into
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national law in 1973 when it joined what by then had become the European Communities
(EC).
The EEC Treaty laid down the parameters of European social policy in articles 117–128.
The chapter on social provisions (articles 117–122) was a compromise to allay the fear of
the French that they would be at a competitive disadvantage if other member states did
not provide the same high standards of protection for workers (Collins, 1975, pp. 3–12).
Provisions for mobile workers in articles 48–51 were designed speciﬁcally to avoid the
risk of social dumping and a race to the bottom. Guiding principles were agreed for promoting the improvement of living and working conditions of labour with the aim of
favouring the harmonisation of social systems (article 117). Also at the instigation of the
French, who had enshrined the principle of equal pay in their 1946 Constitution, article
119 addressed the issue of equal pay.
Close collaboration was to be encouraged between member states in the ‘social ﬁeld’,
encompassing areas of employment, labour legislation and working conditions, occupational and continuation training, social security, protection against occupational accidents and diseases, industrial hygiene, the law governing trade unions, and collective
bargaining between employers and workers (article 118). Importantly for the UK government when it joined the EC, article 121 stipulated that the Council, ‘acting by means of a
unanimous vote, … may assign to the Commission functions relating to the implementation of common measures, particularly in regard to the social security of … migrant
workers’. From the outset, the EEC Treaty thus laid down what proved to be a fundamental
and irrevocable principle in an area where it would be operationally diﬃcult to apply European law without encroaching on national interests and sovereignty.
The chapter on the European Social Fund (ESF, articles 123–128) was the instrument
assigned ‘the task of promoting within the Community employment facilities and the geographical and occupational mobility of workers’ (article 123). The ESF was initially allocated
a modest dedicated budget ﬁnanced by direct contributions from member states in
accordance with ability to pay. It was intended to have a redistributive role with Italy as
the main beneﬁciary. The ESF was destined to become a contentious area, as enlargement
intensiﬁed regional disparities, and a growing proportion of the EU budget was devoted to
cohesion policies, including payments to some of the less privileged regions in the UK
(Bachtler & Begg, 2017), which, paradoxically, were to vote to leave the EU in the 2016
referendum.
Article 122 assigned to the Commission the duty to include a special chapter in its
annual report to the Assembly (later renamed as the European Parliament) on the development of the social situation within the Community. In compiling its reports and in taking
forward its social action programmes, the Commission relied heavily on independent UK
social policy experts to coordinate the monitoring and evaluation of many of the European
agencies, networks and observatories, which were set up with the agreement of the
Council. These consulting, monitoring and reporting functions provided abundant opportunities for social scientists and various non-governmental bodies in the UK to contribute
to the shaping of EU social policy, thereby extending its meaning beyond employment
rights and raising the status of the social dimension as an important component in EU
policy governance (Hantrais, 2019).
The EEC Treaty encapsulated the basic market-driven elements prescribed and developed in successive treaties and secondary legislation, as the Commission’s remit
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progressively extended and strengthened the legal base for social policy. The UK was
joining a common market, but with the overarching aim, stated in the EEC Treaty, of establishing ‘the foundations of an ever closer union among the European peoples’, interpreted
by some analysts as requiring closer social union, particularly in the aftermath of economic
crises (Vandenbroucke, Barnard, & De Baere, 2017).
Denmark, Ireland and the UK held a diﬀerent conception of social policy from that of
the six founding member states. Their social welfare systems were based on the redistribution of market income via taxation, and the provision of universal beneﬁts and services,
rather than on employment-related rights and collective bargaining. Under the terms of
the EEC Treaty, the new members could ﬁnd reassurance that their social systems
would not be undermined for so long as unanimous voting was retained in the European
Council, and member states were left to deﬁne and manage their own social protection
arrangements. Although the founding members expected that social security provisions
across countries would eventually converge, the original aim of harmonisation, consistently rejected by UK governments, was to become increasingly unrealistic, as more
countries joined the Community, each with its own variant and meaning of social policy.

Evolving meanings of social policy in an enlarging community
When, in 1973, on its third attempt, the UK joined the EEC, the European Communities Act
1972 wrote into national law all the treaty commitments – acquis communautaires – that it
had had no hand in determining or shaping. The UK thus signed up to principles that
would subsequently come to be seen as a threat to the nation’s sovereignty in the
social domain, as views about the national interest evolved and polarised under pressure
from public and parliamentary opinion.
In its early years, the EEC’s approach to social policy was cautious and low key, with the
notable exception of social security for migrant workers, where binding legislation was
introduced in 1958 under Regulations 3/58 and 4/58 and was, thereafter, periodically
amended and extended. While the UK was negotiating EC membership in 1972, prompted
by the European Council’s realisation that economic expansion may not automatically
result in an improved quality of (primarily working) life, the Commission in its role as a
policy initiator, was preparing a more broadly couched social action programme.
The new member states provided the Commission with an incentive to pool resources
in seeking solutions to common social problems. As one of the ﬁrst UK appointees at the
Commission, Michael Shanks, who served as director-general for social aﬀairs from 1973 to
1976, played a lead role in formulating and delivering the Commission’s Social Action Programme. Shanks (1977, p. 9) saw economic growth and an active social policy not only as
compatible but also as mutually dependent if the Community was to improve its ‘human
face’. This theme re-emerged in subsequent years; most notably 40 years later in 2017,
when Jean-Claude Juncker, the President of the European Commission, was seeking to
allay widespread euroscepticism across the EU during the Brexit negotiations (European
Commission, 2017a).
Council Resolution of 21 January 1974 concerning a social action programme (OJ C 13/
1) set out objectives for national social policies. It provided a clear statement of the Council’s conception at that time, shared by the UK and other governments, particularly the
Danish, of the measured role the Commission should play as a social policy actor. In
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keeping with the terms of the EEC Treaty and the understandings that the UK government
attributed to them, the aim was not to seek standard solutions, or to transfer to European
level, responsibilities that could best be assumed at other levels. The Resolution thus
preﬁgured the principle of subsidiarity, which was subsequently ﬁrmly embedded in EU
treaties (article 5(3) of the 1992 Maastricht Treaty on European Union) and was to
become a recurring theme in policy documents mapping the EU’s social policy development in an ever-enlarging and culturally diverse Community.

Social and employment policy as a controversial area for the UK
As leader of the opposition, Harold Wilson saw no role for the Common Market in dealing
with social policy, which he considered as a domestic issue. Labour’s February 1974 election manifesto strongly criticised the ‘draconian curtailment of the power of the British
Parliament [under the Conservative government] to settle questions aﬀecting vital
British interests’ (Wilson, 1974). Wilson announced his intention, if elected, to hold a referendum and to renegotiate the terms of membership. Had the referendum resulted in a ‘no’
vote, he proposed to withdraw from the EC. He was using the threat of withdrawal to fend
oﬀ domestic opposition, ‘a relentlessly hostile Press’, a divided party and a divided public
(Wall, 2008, pp. 210–211), as would his successors.
The UK government’s preoccupation in the early 1980s with renegotiating the UK’s contribution to the EC’s budget and a price-ﬁxing package for the Common Agricultural Policy
diverted attention away from other social issues. The Commission seized the opportunity
to push forward its social agenda. Thatcher’s overarching objective was the completion of
the single market with the UK as the principal mover. In 1983, she signed up to the European Council’s Solemn Declaration on European Union, in which member states determined to take ‘eﬀective action in the social ﬁeld to alleviate unemployment’ (European
Council, 1983, point 3.1.1). The Danish government was left to take the initiative in expressing reservations about proposals for ‘improved harmonization of social security systems’
and for using legal instruments to proceed with the ‘attainment of European Union’ (European Council, 1983, points 3.1.1, 3.4.3), which the UK government also opposed.
The concept of a uniﬁed Europe was alien to the UK government insofar as it presented
a threat to the primacy of the nation state. As the Community was enlarged, membership
became more diverse, and structures and interests more varied, Thatcher asserted that
member states should be allowed to ‘join in as and when they are able to do so’
(British Prime Minister, 1984, p. 76). The UK, together with Denmark and Ireland, put
these assertions into practice by not joining the Schengen Agreement in 1985 when
the other member states decided to remove internal border controls, seen as obstacles
to freedom of movement.
In a context where the UK government actively supported the single market agenda,
Jacques Delors as President of the European Commission entrusted Francis Cockﬁeld,
then Senior UK Commissioner (appointed by Thatcher) and Vice-President of the Commission, with the design, drafting and implementation of the SEA. For Cockﬁeld (1994, p. 48)
and Delors, this was an opportunity to deliver ‘action in the regional and social ﬁeld in parallel with progress on the Internal Market’. Cockﬁeld had identiﬁed the main barriers to
freedom of movement, whether of people, goods, capital or services, as diﬀerences in
standards, referring speciﬁcally to health and safety in the social domain. A major
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source of contention for the UK government was the proposal to extend qualiﬁed majority
voting (QMV) to a larger number of areas, including social policy, to overcome these barriers. Although the Council eventually agreed to retain unanimity for social security and
social protection, the SEA introduced QMV for health and safety, with important implications for the subsequent extension of legislation on workers’ rights.
Meanwhile, Delors had asked the European Economic and Social Committee (EESC) to
engage in a general discussion on the possible content of a Community Charter of Fundamental Social Rights of Workers as part of his wider European union project for incorporation into the Maastricht Treaty as its social dimension. The resulting opinion issued in
1987 ‘deﬁned the foundations of a social Europe, insisting on the eﬀective assurance of
social rights in the Community legal order, a social dimension to the internal market,
and a Community-level social dialogue’ (Westlake, 2016, p. 151).
In a rousing address to the British Trades Union Congress, Delors (1988) described the
social dimension as a ‘vital element’ in the internal market, referring to a ‘uniquely European model of society’, based on guaranteed social rights, social solidarity, protection of
the weakest and collective bargaining. His address encouraged a much more pro-European outlook on the British left (Jenkins, 2010). In her Bruges speech, Thatcher (1988) retaliated by strongly rejecting the prospect of a ‘European super-state exercising a new
dominance from Brussels’, and entailing ‘new regulations which raise the cost of employment and make Europe’s labour market less ﬂexible and less competitive with overseas
suppliers’.

EU social policy development without the UK
As Thatcher’s successor when she was forced out of oﬃce in 1990, and in an attempt to
broker a compromise within the divided Conservative Party, while also averting the
threat of new regulatory burdens on British industry, John Major negotiated a UK optout from what became the Social Chapter in the 1992 Maastricht Treaty on European
Union. Already, the extension of QMV had meant that the UK could no longer block contentious social legislation, such as the directives on pregnant workers (92/85/EC) and on
working time (93/104/EC), when they were introduced as health and safety measures.
The relegation of the Social Chapter to a protocol excluded the UK from social policy negotiations for ﬁve years, allowing the other eleven member states, urged on by the Commission and the EESC, to make progress towards social integration without being hindered by
the UK.
While the UK was absent from the negotiating table, the Commission (1994) announced
its expanding competence in the social ﬁeld in its White Paper on European Social Policy: A
way forward (COM(94) 333 ﬁnal). The aim was to preserve and develop a European social
model for all EU citizens, not solely workers, oﬀering a framework for the management of
social change through to the end of the century. The White Paper portrayed social policy
as a productive factor, concerned with facilitating change and progress, rather than as a
burden on the economy or an obstacle to growth.
The Commission set out a far-reaching social policy agenda using alternative procedures to unlock social and employment policies. The social partners – Union of Industrial
and Employers’ Confederations of Europe (UNICE, now Business Europe), European Centre
of Employers and Enterprises (CEEP) and the European Trade Union Confederation (ETUC)
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– brought forward ‘framework agreements’, which had been introduced as part of the
European social dialogue autonomous process. They requested that the Commission
should propose, and Council should adopt, directives on parental leave (96/34/EC), parttime work (97/81/EC) and ﬁxed-term contracts (99/70/EC), which had also been delayed
due to UK opposition.

A more positive UK approach to EU social policy
In his election manifesto, Tony Blair (1997), as its leader, committed Labour to sign up to
the Social Chapter, if elected, subject to the reservation that ‘the Social Chapter cannot be
used to force the harmonisation of social security or tax legislation’. UK participation
should serve, he claimed, to ‘promote employability and ﬂexibility, not high social
costs’. Blair was open to some modest increases in majority voting. He sought to
advance a positive agenda based on his conception of security and ﬂexibility. The open
method of coordination (OMC), which was ﬁrst applied in the European Employment Strategy (EES), and introduced in the 1997 Amsterdam Treaty, oﬀered a suitable tool for
strengthening social inclusion through employment, which chimed with Blair’s objectives.
Rather than using the EES to justify their own reform agenda, Blair and Brown sought to
‘upload’ Labour’s ﬂexibility and welfare-to-work policies to EU level (Hopkin & van Wijnbergen, 2011, p. 275).
The Amsterdam, Nice and Lisbon Treaties (enforced in 1999, 2003 and 2009, respectively) aﬃrmed the EU’s expanded competence in the social domain. The Charter of Fundamental Rights of the European Union (2000/C 364/01), which was incorporated into the
Lisbon Treaty, irrevocably extended the boundaries of EU social policy beyond the workplace to the reconciliation of family and professional life, the protection and care of children and older people, social and housing assistance, preventive health care, and religious
belief and practice. Although the UK did not opt out of the Charter, with Poland it negotiated a clarifying protocol aﬃrming that their governments would not be bound by
rulings of the CJEU that might be incompatible with those of their national courts (Protocol
30, article 1). At least at the rhetorical level, it could be claimed, a broad consensus had
been achieved across the governments of the enlarged EU in aspiring towards a European
social model embodying shared values and standards.
Without departing from these social values, the Coalition Agreement of 2010 between
the Conservatives and Liberal Democrats stated unambiguously that the UK government
would prevent any further transfer of sovereignty or regulatory powers during their
mandate (House of Lords European Union Committee, 2015, p. 5). In presenting his
vision of the EU for a domestic audience in his Bloomberg speech, Prime Minister David
Cameron (2013) echoed the words of his predecessors by stressing the importance of protecting national interests, avoiding one-size-ﬁts-all policies, and adopting a ﬂexible
approach based on cooperation rather than harmonisation. Although he supported continuing membership of the EU, he recognised the need to respond to public euroscepticism by reinforcing democratic legitimacy and accountability.
Cameron was optimistic that the social measures in the package of changes to EU rules
he was seeking at the Council meeting of 18–19 February 2016 would convince the British
people of the case for remaining in the EU. His proposal to operate an ‘emergency brake’
(oﬃcially an ‘alert and safeguard mechanism’) for social protection beneﬁts received a
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favourable hearing. Other heads of state were prepared to restrict rights to social protection for mobile workers and their families across member states in speciﬁc circumstances
(European Council, 2016, p. 23). Although the EU27 countries considered that the deal represented a large concession from the EU, the Prime Minister and many of his advisers did
not appreciate until it was too late that the terms agreed would not be enough to meet the
British electorate’s expectations or to satisfy leave campaigners (Ashcroft & Oakeshott,
2016, pp. 546–548).

The impact of Brexit on EU social policy
This article has shown how the relationship between governments in member states and
EU-level institutions varies according to the government in power, its internal dynamics,
domestic politics and public opinion, and the personalities and ambitions of EU commissioners and oﬃcials. Arguably, by opposing the legislative route for social and employment policy, the UK may have slowed down progress towards social integration in the
continental sense of the term. It follows for proponents of this line of argument that
Brexit may enable the other member states to accelerate progress in areas where the
UK favours ‘deregulated ﬂexibility’, as for gender equality (Fagan & Rubery, 2018,
p. 312), or ‘a US-style hire-and-ﬁre culture’, as for employment rights (TUC, 2016, p. 2).
As exempliﬁed by the measures taken when the UK was absent from the negotiating
table or able to exercise its veto, the Commission could, and did, exploit other instruments
(notably the OMC), or legal bases not requiring unanimity (health and safety), to bypass
attempts to block or delay ‘social’ progress.
The available evidence suggests that by 2017 the Commission was already taking
advantage of the UK’s withdrawal to advance the EU’s social agenda. Brexit was contributing to the momentum, ‘Not only because it made the discussion easier, but also because it
highlighted the need for the EU to show it can improve the lives of its citizens’ (Cooper,
2017). In the days preceding the triggering of article 50, Juncker signalled his intention
to promote a more pro-active approach to future EU social policy. Recognising that not
all member states might want to pursue his objectives at the same pace, in his project
for a European Pillar of Social Rights, he indicated a willingness to operate diﬀerent
degrees of social regulation (European Commission, 2017b, p. 29), a principle favoured
by successive UK governments in line with their concept of ﬂexibility.
Early reactions to Juncker’s proposal revealed the fault lines between the EU27 member
states regarding the relationship between the economic and social dimensions, national
and EU competences, and priority areas for action in the social ﬁeld (EESC, 2017). They
also highlighted the concerns expressed by the UK’s erstwhile allies in social aﬀairs, not
only the Nordic member states and Ireland, but also Belgium and the Netherlands,
which had relied on the UK to vote against social measures that they also opposed.
Among EU27 responses to an EU-wide consultation conducted by the EESC (2017), the
Danes claimed that Brexit had ‘changed Denmark’s position in the EU in a fundamental
way’ (EESC, 2017, pp. 49–50). The Netherlands worried that a multi-speed Europe would
lead to a ‘fragmented single market’ and wanted assurances that member states would
have more say over the interpretation and implementation of the proposals (EESC,
2017, pp. 154–156). Irish respondents were critical of the continued subordination of
the social and environmental to the economic dimension. They were concerned to ﬁnd
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that they seemed to be alone in considering Brexit as a serious blow to the EU. They recommended that the focus should not be on ‘discouraging others from leaving, but on bettering the EU and all its facets to ensure that no other country wishes to leave’ (EESC, 2017,
pp. 106–108).
Central and Eastern European (CEE) member states, and Hungary in particular, felt that
Brexit exposed the various tensions within the Brussels decision-making process. They
rejected Juncker’s notion of a two-speed (euro- and non-eurozone) federal Europe
(EESC, 2017, pp. 98, 100). Based on their experience of ‘the inability of the EU to
manage crises promptly and eﬃciently’, thereby undermining ‘citizens’ faith in a united
Europe’, Greek respondents were concerned about ‘the prospect of a multi-speed
Europe’ (EESC, 2017, pp. 84–85).
Following wide-ranging and inconclusive discussions, which raised more questions
than they answered, the ‘snapshot’ of views provided by the Germans highlighted
migration and unemployment as their most pressing issues (EESC, 2017, p. 79), while
the French emphasised the importance of the social partners, civil dialogue, a highly competitive social market and solidarity-based economy (EESC, 2017, p. 72). Rather than
extending EU-level competence for social aﬀairs, a recurrent response across member
states, closely reﬂecting the UK’s position, was to demand respect for cultural diﬀerences
and national speciﬁcities in the social domain.
These diverse reactions indicate that the measured and low-key soft law approach to
social and employment policy, long promoted by the British government, might oﬀer a
more eﬀective way forward than any attempts to forge a deep social union, as pursued
by Delors in the 1980s and 90s. They also suggest that, by serving as a symptom of
social ‘disintegration’ of the union (Snower, 2016), Brexit might, paradoxically, stimulate
a more ﬂexible (in the British sense) and less legalistic approach to the coordination of
social and employment policies, and lead to the consolidation of the European project
(Kennett, 2017, p. 441).
Building on the strengths of the OMC and the notion of mutual policy learning, which it
had been developing with UK support since the late 1990s, the European Commission
(2018) was providing evidence of how it would use its ubiquitous coordinating and monitoring powers to develop a ‘social scoreboard’ for tracking trends and performances across
EU member states (including the UK) in the areas ﬂagged by the Pillar.

The impact of Brexit on UK social policy
If the UK has been an ambivalent partner in relation to the EU’s social agenda, what does
this imply for domestic social and employment policy after Brexit? One possibility is the
active removal or watering down of rights introduced under QMV or when the UK was
not at the table, such as legislation on working time and protection for pregnant, parttime and ﬁxed-term workers. In practice a ‘bonﬁre of regulations’ seems unlikely (O’Cinneide, 2018, p. 5); policy inertia makes it much harder to remove rights than put them
in place. More plausible is that the UK could be left increasingly behind if workers’
rights are advanced further through EU legislation.
The likelihood of signiﬁcant divergence on employment rights depends heavily on the
UK’s future trading relationship with the EU. Under the terms of the 2018 Withdrawal
Agreement endorsed by the EU27, the UK committed to non-regression of social and
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employment standards (as well as taxation, environmental protection and state aid laws)
at the end of the transition period. In addition, the post-withdrawal arrangements proposed in the 2018 Political Declaration acknowledged that extensive access to EU
markets in the future would come with strings attached, since the EU would not want a
low-regulation competitor on its doorstep. A credible scenario would see the UK committed indeﬁnitely to employment protection agreed by the EU27 as the price of continuing to beneﬁt from frictionless trade in goods with the EU.
The risk of deregulation would be higher in the event of ‘no deal’ or an agreement on a
future relationship that accepted greater barriers to trade with the EU. Pressure to create a
business environment capable of attracting investment to a country without easy access
to European markets would be expected to leave workers’ rights vulnerable (O’Cinneide,
2018, pp. 5–9). Further, the UK might prioritise commercial interests and deregulation in
attempts to secure trade deals with other countries, in conﬂict with workers’ rights (Harrison, Campling, Richardson, Smith, & Barbu, 2017).
Beyond the direct eﬀects of possible withdrawal from social and employment regulations, Brexit might be expected to aﬀect social policy in the UK in other signiﬁcant
ways (Stewart, Cooper, & Shutes, 2019). We focus here on two. First, an end to the free
movement of people – a consistent ‘red line’ for Theresa May’s negotiating team –
carries potentially serious implications for public services. Part of the rhetoric around immigration prior to and during the referendum campaign focussed on the pressure placed on
public services and the social security system by EU migrants. Cameron’s goals in his negotiations with the EU in 2016 included a freeze on in-work beneﬁts for EU citizens in the UK
and the right to remove child beneﬁt from EU migrants whose children remained in their
home country (European Council, 2016).
In reality, the available evidence showed that EU migrants had made less use of public
services than the UK-born and were net contributors to the public ﬁnances, paying in more
in taxes than they took out in social security beneﬁts and services (Migration Advisory
Committee, 2018). They also played a signiﬁcant role in service delivery, particularly in
the case of health and social care. EU migrants on the whole used these services less
than the UK-born population, at least in part due to their age proﬁle and the ‘healthy immigrant eﬀect’ (Guintella, Nicodemo, & Silva, 2015). But they made up a signiﬁcant proportion of the workforce delivering them, meaning that reduced EU migration was
likely to exacerbate the existing staﬃng crisis (Dayan, 2017). Similarly, in social housing
EU migrants made up a small proportion of tenants (Migration Advisory Committee,
2018), and yet constituted a signiﬁcant proportion of construction workers (Home Building
Federation, 2017). Rather than relieving pressure on UK public services, an end to free
movement was expected to have negative consequences for the Treasury and to make
public services harder and more expensive to deliver.
These challenges were likely to be intensiﬁed by the second major factor: the implication of Brexit for economic growth. According to the Oﬃce for Budget Responsibility
(2018), growth fell relative to plausible counterfactuals following the referendum, and
all but the most optimistic forecasters projected a negative medium-term impact on
GDP growth of leaving the EU compared to the status quo, with bigger eﬀects for
‘harder’ forms of Brexit (HM Government, 2018). Lower growth would carry implications
for living standards, and would place constraints on public spending. Some of the
eﬀects of the loss of EU migrant labour for public service delivery could be mitigated
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over the longer term – and even turned to a positive for UK-born workers – with the
expansion of opportunities for young people to train as doctors and nurses, alongside
better pay and conditions to attract UK workers to low-paid jobs such as those in social
care. But these strategies would require increases in public spending to fund social care
more adequately, and to cover the costs of medical training, which, under free movement,
the UK received gratis thanks to investments by other EU nations. Slower growth would
make these options very diﬃcult in the medium-term, potentially resulting in increased
rationing of public services, and/or relaxation of immigration policy to ensure migrant
workers from the EU or beyond could continue to come to the UK to carry out these jobs.

Conclusions
In 1973, the UK joined a common market where the social dimension was justiﬁed by
economic arguments. Although the legal base for social policy in the EEC Treaty was
weak, and any proposals to harmonise national social protection systems were subject
to unanimous voting in the European Council, the Treaty made provision for binding legislation to coordinate the social rights of mobile workers. Whereas UK governments supported economic integration and high social standards for workers, together with their
erstwhile allies, they strongly opposed the extension of EU competence in the social
domain. While the European Commission used the EU’s treaties, charters and less
formal instruments to extend the scope and meaning of social policy, UK governments
used their blocking powers and opt-outs to prevent social integration. Without becoming
a social ‘superstate’, EU institutions progressively encroached further into areas long considered as the reserve of domestic politics. By focussing on the social dimension, this
article has demonstrated how the multi-layered and dynamic interactive relationship
between national governments and EU-level institutions depends on negotiation, concessions and trade-oﬀs, an assessment conﬁrmed by the withdrawal negotiations.
The UK has been described as being ‘half in half out’ of Europe (Adonis, 2018). This
description undoubtedly applies to the social domain. By opting out of Schengen and
the eurozone, by negotiating protocols for the Social Chapter and the Charter of Fundamental Rights, by advocating the retention of unanimous voting for social protection,
and by supporting soft law alternatives such as the OMC, the UK can be said to have positioned itself half out of Europe for 45 years. At the same time, UK governments actively
encouraged intra-EU migration: Blair opened the labour market to migrants from the A8
countries in 2004, when most other member states were imposing transitional controls.
Given high numbers of EU migrants in the UK, the obligation to allow access by
migrant workers and their families to social protection rights became a major factor in
the decision of the UK electorate to leave the EU in 2016, despite evidence that these
migrants made a net contribution to the exchequer. Because the UK was only ever half
in the EU, and because the government committed to non-regression of domestic
labour standards, the direct and immediate impact of Brexit on social law in both the
EU and the UK was expected to be minimal, while the implications for intra-European
migrants in the medium term could be considerable. For the UK, the social policy implications could be felt much more keenly in the longer term through the indirect eﬀects
on public ﬁnances and public service delivery of slower economic growth and lower EU
migration.
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In the past when the UK was absent from the negotiating table, advances in the social
domain were generally less substantive than might have been anticipated, largely because
other member states opposed the extension of EU competence, and the bureaucratic
regulatory system had become unwieldy. The Commission’s opportunistic proposal for
a European Pillar of Social Rights conﬁrmed the tensions and reservations between and
within member states. The evidence evoked in this paper would suggest that Brexit has
made EU institutions aware of the value of using social policy to reconnect with the
peoples of Europe if they are to counter euroscepticism and disillusionment with established governments. Brexit has also reminded them of the need to do so without interfering with national social arrangements.
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